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e are delighted to
introduce this new
collection of nine period
houses. Grange Hall
was once a Victorian school.
In our conversion, we have
carefully combined excellence in
contemporary design, building
technology, materials and styling
to create impeccably thought-out,
practical homes.
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Each home is peppered with
original period features, and
this is reflected in their names.
The Lancet is so called for
its double-height pointed arch
window; The Gables, because
of its gable-end frontage;
The Folly refers to the school’s
original arched vestibule;
The Dormers references the
building’s original distinctive
dormer windows; Mews
Terrace North and South
reflect their secluded location
to the side of Grange Hall;
and the two Nooks, Little

and Big, celebrate alcoves
that were serendipitously
uncovered during construction.
The Grange is the name
given to the grandest house
in the development because
it occupies the entire front
of the original Georgian
school building. Each home
is absolutely unique and
different from its neighbour.
Enjoy exploring. We hope you
love them as much as we do.
Amit Green and Stephen Bellau
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RANGE HALL
IS A KEY PART
OF STOKE
NEWINGTON’S
RICH HISTORY.
The original West Hackney
Parochial School was built
in 1837. The school formed
a significant role in the
establishment of West Hackney
Parish, which had been created
only a few years before the
completion of the school.
The school was built as two
large halls that housed the girls’
wing to the west and the boys’
wing to the east. The building
was later used as a church
hall (when the original Robert
Smirk designed church was
bomb damaged in WW2), a
social hall and a snooker house.
When we found it, its name
had been changed to Grange
Hall and it was being used as a
warehouse for rare transistors
and electrical fittings.

1870

1894

Historical maps show
the school had two
large halls divided into
girls’ and boys’ sides
with modifications made
to the façade in 1872
and the rear circa 1898.

HISTORY

Later maps show
Grange Hall being
depicted as a ‘Lecture
Hall’ (1914), and
‘Grange House (club)’
in 1962.
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The building has been
locally known as Grange
Hall since the latter
half of the 20th Century
and was most recently
used for warehouse and
sales of transistors and
electrical fittings.
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UILDINGS GET
BETTER WITH
AGE. OUR DESIGN
CELEBRATES THE
SPECIAL PATINA THAT
GRANGE HALL’S HISTORY
HAS PASSED DOWN TO IT.
It was essential to us that none
of this patina was lost in the
conversion. The stone masons
at Capital Stone have done a
masterful job at restoring and
where necessary replacing the
original stone features of the
previously austere school facade.
We updated the original dormer
windows found in the building
and incorporated several more
into the facades on Leswin
Road. We inserted additional
floors and enlarged windows
into the cavernous internal
halls to fashion a domestic
environment. We are proud
to have been able to restore
the compositional harmony
of the facade with a modern
interpretation.

CONSTRUCTION

Opposite: The
cavernous halls (one
for girls and one for
boys) as found before
construction began.
Three domestic floors
have been inserted
into these former
school halls with the
helpful removal of
the suspended ceiling
and a new concrete
ground-floor slab.
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Left: First floor of
The Gables before
construction began,
showing the original
dormer with its inclined
window pane. We have
kept the form of these
windows and used the
latest Shuco aluminium
window system from
Germany to give
modern performance
and function to a
historical prototype.
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HEREVER
POSSIBLE
WE HAVE
KEPT THE
ORIGINAL FABRIC
OF THE BUILDING
INTACT, OR HAVE BEEN
SYMPATHETIC TO THE
ORIGINAL.
Original bricks were saved
during demolition and
re-used and where necessary,
supplemented with second-hand
stock. The roof has been re-built
with modern technology and
standards of insulation but has
been covered with reclaimed
Welsh slate.

CONSTRUCTION

Top: The Gables during
construction.
Middle: The re-pointed
facade with new
stonework and restored
plaque commemorating
the original
construction.
Bottom: The Lancet
window. A special
template had to be
made on site to ensure
the new bespoke
timber window fitted
perfectly into the
original arch.
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Opposite top left:
Bricks from the
demolition were
carefully stored on
site for later re-use.
Opposite top right:
The original high
level windows to
the school halls
have been enlarged.
Opposite bottom:
The school halls in
the process of being
converted with a
new ground floor
slab and exposure
of the roof trusses.
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Left: The Committee
of Taste is a vintage
furniture shop next
door to Grange Hall
with a focus on English
post-war utility,
atomic era midcentury modern and
aesthetically pleasing
timeworn objects.
Items in the show
house marked with the
Committee of Taste
logo are available to
purchase from the shop
next door.

T

HE INDEPENDENT
RESTAURANT
SCENE IN STOKE
NEWINGTON HAS
MADE IT A DESTINATION
IN ITS OWN RIGHT.
Within walking distance can
be found Rick Stein’s favourite
Turkish grill, the best place for
jerk chicken and Canadian/
Israeli brunch according to
Grace Dent of The Standard;
and a family-run smokehouse
that supplies smoked salmon to
Nuno Mendes, Alain Ducasse
and Heston Blumenthal. The
Growing Communities Farmers’
market is held every Saturday
across the road in the yard of
St Paul’s Church. The Growing
Communities is a local collective
of 100% organic farms and
allotments that also offer a
weekly bag scheme delivering
produce to your door.

STOKE NEWINGTON

Middle-left: The Leswin
Road Play Street is a
monthly party for the
families of Leswin Road
and the surrounding
streets (the LARA
community). The
initiative was set
up by local residents
with the support of
Hackney Council,
who allow Leswin Road
to be closed off for a
monthly street party
during the summer.
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Middle-right: The Good
Egg serves Grace
Dent’s favourite brunch
but you should also try
their lunchtime special,
sabich, a famous Tel
Aviv street snack.
Right: The
Haberdashery is a
favourite local cafe.

Right: The Growing
Communities
Farmers’ Market.
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SHOW UNIT, THE FOLLY, GRANGE HALL

Developer

Engineers

CUBITT GREYSTOCK is

PRICE AND MYERS

a boutique developer of small
residential and commercial
buildings. The directors of the
company have a background
in architecture and surveying
with an exacting eye for detail
and quality. Its previous
developments have received
awards and acclaim from
LABC, What House and been
published in national and
industry publications.

Architect
NISSEN RICHARDS

is an award-winning design
practice specialising in
architecture, exhibition and
theatre design. It enjoys
overlaying a new contemporary
architectural language over the
original character of historic
buildings. It is currently
working on projects for the
National Trust, British
Museum, Royal Collections
Trust and Canal & River Trust
among others. The directors of
Cubitt Greystock and Nissen
Richards have a long track
record of collaboration and have
received awards for all of the
built developments they have
completed together.

Stone Mason

engineers is one of the top
practices in the country and has
a very well-earned reputation
for working with only the best
architects and developers.

Technology
PINCHPOINT

is a design
and installation company that
helps homeowners, architects
and developers integrate
usable, connected technology.
Pinchpoint has designed
the houses at Grange Hall
to ensure compatibility with
current and emerging building
and consumer technology.
Wifi coverage throughout
all floors, remote control of
heating, long term technology
integration ensures that the
consumer products you love
can be properly installed and
maintained. Pinchpoint will
be available to home owners
at Grange Hall for advice on
installation and integration into
the technology infrastructure
which has been provided.

SITE PLAN
KEY

*

Fridge Freezer
Dishwasher
Range cooker

THE
LANCET

Video entry phone

THE
GABLES

Communal video entry phone
Washing machine
Electronic vehicle gates
Feature roof lights
Roof lights

MEWS
TERRACE
NORTH

THE
FOLLY

MEWS
TERRACE
SOUTH

THE
DORMERS

LITTLE
NOOK

BIG
NOOK

LESWIN ROAD

PROJECT TEAM

THE
GRANGE

Construction
GEE CONSTRUCTION

have been delivering
outstanding buildings for over
150 years.

PROJECT TEAM

CAPITAL STONE
RENOVATIONS has a
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dedicated team of skilled
craftsmen with over 75 years
of combined experience in
the manufacture, supply and
contracting of stonework. They
have done a superb job on the
replacement of Grange Hall’s
stonework details. Around 100
years ago, the grandfather of the
current director supplied the
granite for the construction
of the London County Hall
buildings and Capital Stone
has recently been refurbishing
this very same granite.

EVERING ROAD

ST PAUL’S CHURCH
STOKE NEWINGTON FARMERS’ MARKET
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SECOND FLOOR
Bedroom 1
(4.3m x 3.71m)
Bedroom 2
(4.3m x 3m)

Mezzanine
(4.3m x 2.62m)

THE GRANGE
9A EVERING ROAD
4 BEDROOMS
3 BATHROOMS

Utilities

Bedroom 1

Mezzanine

1611 SQ FT / 149.7 SQ M

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

The Grange is the largest and
most prestigious house within
the complex.

The largest of the nine houses,
with the most spacious garden
Automatic vehicle gates with
secure private parking
Grange Hall’s original stone
plaque sits high above the
entrance, restored to its
former glory

Bedroom 3
(4.3m x 3.52m)
Bedroom 4
(4.3m x 2.93m)

LESWIN ROAD

Bedroom 2

30ft living space
Ground floor living with direct
access to the garden
Bedroom 3

EVERING ROAD

Utility room with stainlesssteel fittings concealed behind
sliding folding doors

Bedroom 4

Master bedroom with ensuite
and a mezzanine gallery

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
Living space
(9.11m x 4.1m)
Garden/Courtyard
(8.65m x 3.76m)

*

KITCHEN

Fridge Freezer
Dishwasher

We have specified the
kitchen we would love
to have in our own
homes from British
Standard Cupboards
by Plain English.
The layout has been
meticulously thoughtout so that the large
space functions around
a double-sided island
topped with thick

Range cooker

THE GRANGE, GRANGE HALL, 9A EVERING ROAD

Storage
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Living Space

Kitchen

white Carrera marble.
The back wall run of
kitchen units include
Bosch integrated
appliances and a
beautiful stainlesssteel double range
cooker from Britannia.
The generous marble
worktop continues up
the wall to provide an
extra-tall splash-back.

Hallway

Garden/Parking

Garden/Courtyard
Entrance gate

*
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Bedroom 1
(4.24m x 2.77m)

BIG NOOK
1A LESWIN ROAD

Hallway
Bedroom 1

3 BEDROOMS
2 BATHROOMS
1023 SQ FT / 95 SQ M

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Comprises the most period
details of the nine houses;
stone-arched doorways and
a secret nook with a little
window overlooks the garden
ground-floor living space with
double doors accessing the
courtyard garden
tall brick wall, bespoke gates
and video entry phone form
a private entrance modelled
on the idea of a traditional
walled garden

Bedroom 2
(3.96m x 3.07m)
Bedroom 3
(3.27m x 2.93m)
Bedroom 3

LESWIN ROAD

Of all the three-bed houses, this
is the one that combines quirky
character with conventional
ground-floor living.

EVERING ROAD

spectacular double-height
top-floor master bedroom
featuring bespoke doubleglazed dormer windows.

Hallway

exposed original timber beams
and high ceilings
Bedroom 2

wet-room shower

Nook

generous roof lights allow top
floor rooms to be flooded with
natural light

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
Living space
(6.89m x 5.57m)
Garden/Courtyard
(7.11m x 3.61m)

*

Fridge Freezer

KITCHEN

Dishwasher

Big Nook’s ground-floor
kitchen features a
classic kitchen window
directly overlooking
the courtyard. An
L-shaped run of units
from British Standard
Cupboards by Plain
English includes a
Bosch built-in fridge/
freezer and dishwasher
and a stunning
stainless-steel double
range induction cooker
from Britannia.

Range cooker

BIG NOOK, GRANGE HALL,1A LESWIN ROAD

Living Space

18

Garden/Courtyard

Hallway

Entrance gate

Kitchen

*
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Living space
(7.2m x 5.49m)

THE DORMERS

depahs-L .1

1B LESWIN ROAD

Kitchen

3 BEDROOMS
3 BATHROOMS

Living Space

1318 SQ FT / 122.4 SQ M

Bedroom 2
(4.18m x 2.93m)
Bedroom 3
(4.18m x 2.56m)
Bedroom 2

Feature dormer with angled
windows and top-lights are seitilitu htiw thgiartS .2
uniquely modelled on the
building’s original dormers
dramatic top-floor living room
creates a more unconventional
upside down arrangement
exploiting the full extent of
the floor plate
tall metal gate posts with
bespoke lettering and entrance
lights are a new interpretation
of the arched gates and gas
lighting found on traditional
Georgian houses

LESWIN ROAD

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

The Dormers exploits a less
conventional upside-down layout.
Bedrooms on the lower floors give
way to the dramatic top-floor
living area, designed to make the
most of natural light, views and
the dramatic ceiling heights.

EVERING ROAD

generous entrance hall

dnalsi nehctik sedulcni osla ,thgiartS .3

multiple-use ground floor has
been designed to allow rooms
to be opened up or screened
off as required

Bedroom 3

well-thought-out utility room
beautifully provisioned with a
purpose-made stainless-steel
catering table and sink

THE DORMERS, GRANGE HALL,1B LESWIN ROAD

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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Bedroom 1
(5.8m x 3.05m)
Hallway
(5.04m x 2.32m)
Garden/courtyard
(5.37m x 3.9m)

Bedroom 1

*

Fridge Freezer
Dishwasher
Range cooker

KITCHEN
The Dormers has a
U-shaped kitchen on the
second floor complete
with a Britannia range
stove and British
yellacabinets.
G .4
Standard

Garden/Courtyard
Utilities
Hallway
Entrance gate

*

depahs-U .5
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Living space
(7.4m x 5.81m)

THE FOLLY
1. L-shaped

1C LESWIN ROAD
3 BEDROOMS
3 BATHROOMS

Living Space

1377 SQ FT / 127.9 SQ M

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
Bedroom 2
(4.28m x 2.77m)
Bedroom 3
(4.28m x 2.73m)

A comfortable home full of
2. Straight with utilities
history and character, The Folly
has been decorated by renowned
interior designer Adam Bray to
demonstrate relaxed and stylish
living at Grange Hall.

The school’s original arched
vestibule has been converted
into a striking open-air folly
the landscaped courtyard
references traditional English
walled gardens
bespoke wardrobes and
storage spaces have been
custom-designed and laid out
to make maximum use
of space

LESWIN ROAD

Kitchen

EVERING ROAD

well-thought-out utility room
beautifully provisioned with a
purpose-made stainless-steel
catering table and sink

Bedroom 3

3. Straight, also includes kitchen island

magnificent top-floor living
space with unique arched side
windows.

Bedroom 2

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

Entrance gate

THE FOLLY, GRANGE HALL,1B LESWIN ROAD

Hallway
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Utilities

Dressing
Room

Bedroom 1

Bedroom 1
(4.16m x 3.17m)
Dressing room
(3.17m x 1.86m)
Hallway
(5.32m x 2.34m)
Garden/courtyard
(5.36m x 4m)

*

Fridge Freezer
Dishwasher
Range cooker

4. Galley

KITCHEN
The U-shaped kitchen
ensures everything is
close-to-hand while
providing plenty of prep
space on the Carrera
marble worktop.

Garden/Courtyard

*

5. U-shaped
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN
Living space
(9.7m x 6.3m)
Terrace
(4.7m x 2.7m)

THE GABLES
1D LESWIN ROAD
3 BEDROOMS
2 BATHROOMS
1229 SQ FT / 114.1 SQ M

Terrace

The secure, secluded courtyard
to the back is just asking for
a hot tub…

Living Space

Behind secretive, bespoke
gates, a semi-covered secure
entrance leads to a glass
front door
ground-floor bedrooms free
up the first floor, which opens
into an expansive studio-style
living space
on two floors only with feature
stair from hallway to living
space above

LESWIN ROAD

Kitchen

EVERING ROAD

original dormer window has
been updated with the latest
German structural glazing
technology
as well as having two separate
sitting areas, The Gables has
one of the biggest living rooms
in Grange Hall

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
Bedroom 1
(4.35m x 3.6m)
Bedroom 2
(3.8m x 3.06m)
Bedroom 3
(3.24m x 2.64m)

large first-floor terrace faces
east and south, catching the
sun and giving views towards
the park at the end of the road.

*

Fridge Freezer

KITCHEN

Dishwasher

The Gables has one of
the largest kitchens at
Grange Hall, featuring
an angled extract duct
and Britannia double
range cooker, as
well as thick Carrera
marble worktop and
high splash back.

Range cooker

Bedroom 1

Bedroom 3

THE GABLES, GRANGE HALL,1D LESWIN ROAD

Hallway

24

Garden/
Courtyard

Bedroom 2

Garden/
Courtyard

*
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LITTLE NOOK
9B EVERING ROAD

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Bedroom 2
(3.14m x 2.88m)
Mezzanine
(Aprox. 54sq.ft.)

2 BEDROOMS
1 BATHROOM
867 SQ FT / 80.5 SQ M

Little Nook is designed to be cosy,
quirky and perfect.

Named after a small
windowed recess in the corner
of the main bedroom
the bathroom, flooded with
natural light and featuring a
free-standing roll-top bath,
is our personal favourite
bathroom at Grange Hall

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
Bedroom 1
(3.88m x 3.34m)
Bathroom
(2.6m x 2.32m)

the top-floor bedroom in the
eaves of bedroom 1 recalls a
Parisian garret in the heart of
Stoke Newington

LESWIN ROAD

Bedroom 2

Mezzanine

EVERING ROAD

a feature dormer window
dominates the second
bedroom

Bedroom 1

a clever mezzanine deck
makes spectacular use of the
dramatically high roof space

Nook

both bedrooms are so characterfilled, you could choose either
one to be the master
ground-floor living space
opens onto a private, south
facing courtyard garden.

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

Kitchen

LITTLE NOOK, GRANGE HALL,9B EVERING ROAD

Shared
courtyard

26

Living space
(7.01m x 4.55m)
Garden/courtyard
(4.09m x 3.28m)

*

Fridge Freezer

KITCHEN

Dishwasher

Little Nook has a
straight run of kitchen
units on the ground
floor complete with a
Britania range cooker,
freestanding Bosch
appliances and British
Standard cabinets.

Range cooker

1. L-shaped

Living Space

Garden/Courtyard
Entrance gate

2. Straight with utilities

*
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Living space
(6.24m x 5.62m)
Terrace
(5.18m x 1m)

MEWS TERRACE SOUTH
1. L-shaped

9C EVERING ROAD

Kitchen

Terrace

3 BEDROOMS
3 BATHROOMS

Living Space

1283 SQ FT / 119.2 SQ M

Bedroom 2
(4.23m x 2.84m)
Bedroom 3
(4.23m x 2.7m)

Hallway

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

MEWS TERRACE SOUTH, GRANGE HALL, 9C EVERING ROAD

generous entrance hall with
folding sliding door gives
flexibility to open up the
space, or screen it off
EVERING ROAD

expansive master bedroom
with space to create a separate
dressing area

3. Straight, also includes kitchen island

28

entry phones can be operated
via your Wi-Fi and mobile
phone, or the handset
provided in the house

large walk-in shower

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 3

Gated mews access means a
double layer of security

LESWIN ROAD

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

The feature roof-space living area
2. Straight with utilities
gets even better at Mews Terrace
South with full-width glazing and
double patio doors leading onto a
generous west-facing terrace.

Bedroom 1
(5.85m x 3.19m)
Hallway
(5.49m x 2.35m)

*

Fridge Freezer
Dishwasher
Range cooker

4. Galley

generously proportioned utility
room with space for separate
washing machine and dryer,
slotted below the bespoke
stainless-steel sink table.

KITCHEN
The u-shaped kitchen
allows everything to be
within easy reach, while
providing lots of surface
space clad in gorgeous
Carrera marble.

Bedroom 1
Shared Garden/
Courtyard

Entrance gate

Utilities
Hallway

*

5. U-shaped
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Living space
(6.28m x 5.75m)
Terrace
(5.1m x 1.08m)

MEWS TERRACE NORTH
depdaehpsa-dhLesp.-1L
ah.1
s-L .1

9D EVERING ROAD
3 BEDROOMS
3 BATHROOMS

Terrace

Living Space

Kitchen

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
Bedroom 2
(4.05m x 3.19m)
Bedroom 3
(4.05m x 2.56m)

Bedroom 3

The mews houses offer the option
of top-floor terraces and gated
courtyards, while the houses
fronting Leswin Road have
ground-floor gardens and Grange
Hall’s signature dormer windows.

Hallway

MEWS TERRACE NORTH, GRANGE HALL, 9D EVERING ROAD

EVERING ROAD

generous entrance hall with
folding sliding door gives
the
space,
dnadlflexibility
nsa
i lnsdeinhnaceltshto
iikcn
topen
siek
ehdscueup
tlidcku
n
sliceond
siula
olcs,n
ltaihog
,tsihala
grit,aS
trht.g3Sia.3
rtS .3
or screen it off if need be
generously proportioned utility
room with space for separate
washing machine and dryer,
slotted below the bespoke
stainless-steel sink table.

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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gated mews access provides a
double layer of security
entry phones can be operated
via your Wi-Fi and mobile
phone, or the handset
provided in the house

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 1
(5.91m x 3.75m)
Hallway
(5.21m x 2m)

Shared Garden/
Courtyard

A classic combination of
old structure with
seitsienew
litiulsieh
tu
ittiih
w
littituw
hh
gtithaig
w
ritaS
trht.g2Sia.2
rtS .2
interventions, the crisply
designed roof terrace and fullwidth patio doors perfectly
complement the original
ceiling boards and exposed
roof truss

LESWIN ROAD

1336 SQ FT / 124.1 SQ M

Hallway
Utilities

*

Fridge Freezer
Dishwasher
Range cooker

KITCHEN
The u-shaped kitchen
allows everything to be
within easy reach, while
providing lots of surface
space clad in gorgeous
yelylaeG
lla.yG
4el.lCarrera
4aG .4marble.

Bedroom 1

Entrance gate

*

depdaehpsa-dhUesp-.U
5
ah.s5-U .5
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Living space
(6.12m x 6m)
Terrace
(5.18m x 1m)

Kitchen
Terrace

THE LANCET
9E EVERING ROAD
3 BEDROOMS
3 BATHROOMS

Living Space

1345 SQ FT / 124.9 SQ M

Bedroom 3
(3.86m x 2.74m)
Bedroom 2
(3.86m x 3.39m)

a new floor has been inserted
up to the level of the lancet so
that its scale and magnificence
can be fully appreciated
private garden at the end of a
gated mews, the most secure and
hidden away of all the houses

EVERING ROAD

entry phones can be operated
via your Wi-Fi and mobile
phone, or the handset provided
in the house

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 3

The original double-height
pointed-arch (the lancet
window) is a focus for the
second-floor living space

LESWIN ROAD

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

The feature house in the mews
comes with a private garden, a
top-floor terrace and—a feature
we love—the striking, original
late-Georgian lancet window in
the living space.

option to fit out the master
bedroom as we have done in
the show house with a generous
dressing area leading onto a
comfortable ensuite bathroom

Hallway

generously proportioned utility
room with space for separate
washing machine and dryer,
slotted below the bespoke
stainless-steel sink table.

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
Bedroom 1
(5.79m x 3.71m)
Hallway
(5.5 x2.41m)
Utilities
(2.6m x 2.1m)
Garden/courtyard
(7.2m x 2.45m)

THE LANCET, GRANGE HALL, 9E EVERING ROAD

Bedroom 1

32

Garden/
Courtyard

*

Fridge Freezer
Dishwasher
Range cooker

KITCHEN
The u-shaped kitchen
allows everything to be
within easy reach, while
providing lots of surface
space, clad in creamy
Carrera marble.

Utilities
Hallway

Entrance
gate

*
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KITCHENS

BATHROOMS		

Cabinetry

Sanitary wares

BRITISH STANDARD
CUPBOARDS BY PLAIN
ENGLISH is making the

ASTON MATTHEWS

kitchens for each house at
Grange Hall. These are
fabricated by hand in their
Suffolk workshop, which
celebrates traditional British
quality and craftsmanship,
and then hand-painted on site.
If you don’t love the Obsidian
Green paint we have chosen
from Little Green, it’s perfectly
easy to repaint the kitchen
in your preferred colour. The
aesthetic of the kitchen is
purposely ad hoc, making it
easy to customise as you wish.

is supplying the sanitary
wares for Grange Hall. The
company has been trading in
Essex Road, Islington since
1823 and is London’s leading
retailer of quality bathroom
fittings. It is providing both
their own traditional wares and
the best in contemporary design
and technology.
Bathrooms have bespoke built-in
mirrored cabinets, staggered
bond Metro tiles on the walls and
large-format porcelain floor tiles.

Appliances
BRITANNIA Q LINE

Stainless steel range cookers of
impeccable British quality with
twin ovens and 5 zone induction
hobs are included in every kitchen.

BOSCH built-in dishwashers,
fridge freezers* and stainless
steel extract hoods.

Bosch freestanding washer
dryers are included in Big
Nook and Little Nook. Bosch
freestanding washing machine
and separate dryer is included
in The Folly.
*note: Little Nook has a
freestanding fridge freezer

Worktops
CARRERA MARBLE

All Grange Hall kitchens
feature 30mm thick Carrera
marble worktops and oversized
tall splash backs (where
possible).
The natural honed finish of the
marble gives a wonderful tactile
quality with the advantage that
small scratches can be rubbed
down with 120 sandpaper to
restore an even finish. Marble is
a natural porous material that
needs to be cared for annually
with protector.
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SPECIFICATION
Wooden floors

Ceilings to sloping roof

Underfloor heating

The oak engineered boards have
been lightly smoked in order
to cause a permanent, natural
colour reaction. As the process
varies from board to board, the
fuming process creates colour
variation from medium brown
to a medium-dark brown colour.
The floors were then lightly
waxed. A regular maintenance
programme using the
recommended soap is required to
keep the floors pristine during
the underfloor heating season.

The existing ‘v’ jointed timber
boards lining the sloping
ceilings at Grange Hall have
been retained. This is a key
original feature of the building,
which we have been very keen to
maintain. We have copied the
original detail exactly where
new sloping roofs have been
added. The nature of timber
boards is to expand and contract
particularly between periods of
domestic heating and cooling.
This means that cracks will
appear between the boards and
we feel this adds to the period
character of the houses. Please
note that the insulation and
waterproofing of the roof above
the boards is not in any way
affected by this expansion and
contraction of the timber boards
forming the ceiling lining.

Electric Underfloor heating to
all the houses is controlled by the
latest Neo E thermostats from
Heatmiser. This technology
incorporates self-learning preheat features to ensure the house
warms up just in time for your
arrival. It also allows you to
control the heating from an app
on your phone.

a problem via an app on your
mobile phone. Everything is
neatly installed and hidden in a
central enclosure.

bell and see who is ringing it
on your personal mobile phone

Parking
All the houses in Grange Hall
qualify for residents’ parking
permits. The Grange has a
private parking space behind
automatic vehicular gates but owners
can also qualify for residents’
parking permits if desired.

Lighting
The principle of customising and
adding character to your house has
been carried through to the lighting.
All rooms are provided with a
ceiling rose hanging light with
fabric cord awaiting owners’ own
lamp shades. Living spaces and
master bedrooms are provided with
5amp lighting sockets to connect
table and floor lamps to allow on /
off control from the wall switches.

TECHNOLOGY

Each house has a powerful WiFi system that covers the whole
house, and there are hard-wired
Cat6 sockets in all principal
rooms. Future-ready wiring for
both TV, satellite and internet
means you can choose to have
Freeview or Sky, including their
new Q system. Your phone will
become an extension of your
home, providing another way to
see who’s at the door, or operate
the heating before you get
home. Nest smoke and carbon
monoxide alarms monitor the
air and will notify you if there’s
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There are many ways to
capitalise on the technology
backbone we’ve provided, and
that’s why we are offering every
purchaser a free consultation
meeting with Pinchpoint to
discuss any customisation
requirements or ongoing
support. Pinchpoint can also
help with installation of TVs
and other media equipment.
In addition to the Pinchpoint
infrastructure consultation
and to adapt this to your own
needs, each house contains the
following:
Superior Wi-Fi built into
the house
Entryphone systems by BPT
allow you to answer the door

Heat miser Neo E thermostats
allow you to control and
programme your heating from
your phone
Nest smoke detectors sense
when you are home and can
send an alert to your mobile
phone should a fire start while
you are away
All houses are provided
with the latest smart meter
technology. The meters use
your Wi-Fi network and
can be sited anywhere in the
home. They provide accurate
meter readings, monitor usage
patterns and can help achieve
a reduction in energy use
resulting in cheaper bills.

Design: Godfrey Limited

The houses at Grange Hall have
been designed as smart homes
by our technology partners,
Pinchpoint, a leading home
technology company based in
nearby Islington. As a smart
home, the building control and
entertainment systems can be
connected to each other and the
internet to provide a wide range
of benefits.

